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No Time,
No Cash,
No Travel
"No time." "No money." "Too
far." "Pressure of studies."
These were typical comments
made by students from far -away
places when they were asked,
"Are you going home for Christmas?"
A Spartan Daily telephone survey, made between 5:30 and 6:30
p.m. Tuesday night, revealed that
few students who are from states
In the East, Southeast or Canada
are going to make the junket.
WORK INTERFERES
Many students are employed in
San Jose for the holidays or are
going with roommates arid friends
to spend the Yule season in more
proximate localities.
Two Spartans were elatedto
say the leastabout prospects
of flying home for the holidays.
Junior Richard C. Knoetzeh of
Union (its, N.J., was just about
to head out his door for San
Francisco international Airport
when the electronically roving
reporter stopped him.
Knoetzsch said he had to leave
early on his vacation because this
was the only plane reservation he
could get before Christmas.
Also enplaning for "Joisey" was
Robed Faleske, senior business
major from Jersey City. lit’ said
he had difficulty obtaining a return reservation until recent airRne strikes were settled.
LIKE STATE
Other reports have drifted into
the Daily office of students heading for such distant spots as Regina. Saskatchewan, Anchorage,
Alaska and Honolulu. But for the
most part it was "I like California and I’m happy to be spending
Christmas here."
Carole Clum, freshman business
major, said she visited her Clyde.
N.Y., home last summer and
content not to buck winter snows
during the festive season. (Clyde
is 40 miles from Oswego, the now
famous town which had more than
100 inches of snow last week.)
Linda Cromwell, freshman
nursing student, is going to Eureka ’mitred of journeying to
her Arlington, Va., home. "It’s
too far and I ean’t afford it,"
she said.
An ex -Treasure Island sailor,
Bernard Johnson, now a junior
pre -dental major, said he was happy to remain in the Golden State
over the holidays. Johnson hails
from New Bern, N.C.
Lorna Congdon, a junior who
traveled all the way from Winnipeg. Manitoba, to study in SJS’
internationally known Department
of Occupational Therapy, said that
home was "too far" and sounded
content to stay in California.
’NO TIME, MONEY’
A town with the redoubtable
name of Enoshurg Falls, Vt., is
the home of Elizabeth Chaffee, librarianship graduate student. She
reported simply,
"No time, no
money."
Most of the far -away -from -home
students queried had some previous connection Vi it h California
before their enrollment at SJS.
And they sounded as if they weren’t ton disappointed about not being able to spend a traditional
"white Christmas" at home.
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During the Christmas season of 1897, an eight year-old girl wrote a letter to the editor of the
New York Sun asking that question. The next
morning, after receiving the letter, the Sun carried
the following editorial, written by Francis P.
Church:
’’We take pleasure in answering at once and
thus prominently the communication below, expressing at the same time our great gratification
that its faithful author is numbered among the
friends of the Sun:
Dear Editor:
I am eight years old.
some of my little friends say there is no
Sante. Claus.
Pappa says "If you SOO it in the Sun, Ws
Please tell Me the truth, is there a Santa
Claus?
Virginia O’Hanlon
115 West Ninety-nfth Street
Virginia, your little friends are wrong. They
have been affected by the skepticism of a skeptical
age They do not believe except what they see.
lhey think that nothing can be which is not comprehensive by their little minds. All minds. Virginia, whether they be men’s or children’s are
little. In this great universe of ours man is a mere
insect, an ant, in his intellect, its compared with the
boundless world about him, as measured by the intMigence capable of grasping the whole truth and
knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He
exists as certainly as love anti generosity and
devotion exist, and you know that they abound
and give to your life Its highest beauty tusd
Joy. Alas! how dreary would be the world If
there were no Santa Claus!
It woldri he a dreary as if there were no Vir-

’ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS ...

Sheila ORPen, San Jose State homecoming
queen attendant, shows Santa Claus a long list
of gifts she would like to receive on Christmas
morning. Santa, sporting his usual long, white

Yule Vacationers
Need More Riders

e

Many students will go home
for Christmas this year, thanks
to Mra. Betty Ileskett, Student
Union receptionist.
Mrs. Beskett has !wen keeping a list of persons driving
home for the holidays who desire riders. Next to these names
are those students who wish a
ride to the destination of drivers.
Riders are wanted to Kansas,
New York City, Idaho, Mexico
City. Tennessee and Iowa as
well as to areas in California.
Purpose of the notebook is to
provide a central place for students to seek rides home, says
Mrs. Waken.

MR. 1959

Christmas Edition
Tories the
intim Daily presents its annual Christman edition. There will be no publication of the Daily tomorrow. Vacation begins officially at :1:30
p m. tomorrow. Classes are
sidiesioled to reiime Monila.
Jan. 1. The next edition of the
publialied WednesDails oill
day, Jan. 7.

Is There A Santa Claus!’
NO. 57
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JAMIE SCHOLL
. .to welcome New Year

whiskers, in turn asked Sheila if she had completed all her studlea. Sheila and Santa both
swished SJS students and faculty a very merry
Christ rims.
by Mary Goetz
Spa Ft

Exit, 1958

R esolutions Take
1\lew Turn in .’59

By BOB WILSON
Mr. 1959 walked into the office yesterday and reminded us that
in 14 more days if will be New Year’s and time to make our resolutions for 1959.
"But this year," he said, "allow me to tell you what I’d like to
see happen in 1959, instead of everyone telling me what they resolve to do in 1959."
He took off his top hat, checked the safety pins holding his
diapers, sat down and said he
would like to see the following
in 1959:
Students who make resolutions
in 1938, resolve to keep them for all
sure in 1959.
More students not resolving, but
revolting.
More green grass on the campus.
More professors able to smile
A resolution a hich would halt
at themselves.
temporarily further new state colLena signs telling tre what to lege developments was proposed
dn.
yesterday by the State Board of
Dr. Villiarn Gould hark on
Education and the regents of Unithe job.
versity of California.
Leas IBM thinking.
The resolution Calls for joint
Girls with flesh colored legs in- planning of state colleges and unistead of black, purple, orange and versities to asoid "duplication and
what not.
save money."
Textbooks selling at a cent that
State colleges for which sites
students can afford.
already have been selected would
Women looking like women innot be affected. However, no new
stead of court jesters.
college developments would be
Faculty members interested in
made until the joint planning sysstudents instead of projects.
tem is in effect.
A student lenreing something.
The proposal would stop action
not earning a grade.
I
All students who plan on gradu- towards construction of state colleges in the north San Francisco
ating will graduate.
The new college buildings paint- Bay Area counties and in StanisMils county as well AR University
ed another color besides white
The test filen returned to the of California campuses at San Ma
tows, the Central Coast counties
library.
The ’Hustler’s Handbook’ re- and the Santa Barbara area.
maining lliistlers.’ Forget the
The resolution read in part:
narrow-minded people.
"the Board of Education and the
Householders charging a decent Regents of the University of Caliprice for a decent place.
fornia . . . unanimously agree to
F.very SJS woman a queen of the need for more effective cosome college event.
ordination in the proper planning
Seeing the 1960 New Year.
and location of new facilities to
Students griping about some - meet the expanding growth in pothing else besides lack of school pulation in higher education of
spirit and the Spartan Daily.
this state"

State Plans
oint Staff
For Colleges

ginias. There would be no childlike faith then, no
poetry, no romance to make tolerable this existence.
We should have no enjoyment, except in sense and
sight. The eternal light with which childhood fills
the world would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You might as well
not believe in fairies! You might get your papa to
hire men to watch in all the chimneys on Christmas
eve to catch Santa Claus, but even if they did not
see Santa Claus coming down, what would that
prose?
Nobody sees Santa Clang, but that Is no
sign that there is no Santa Claus. Thi most real
things in the world are those that neither children nor oleo can see. Did you ever see fairies
dancing on the lawn’:
Of course not, hut that’s no proof that they are
not there. Nobody can conceive or imagine all the
wonder that are unseen and unseeable in the world.
You tear apart the baby’s rattle and see what
makes the noise inside, but is a veil covering the
unseen world which not the strongest men, nor even
the combined strength of all the strongest men that
ever lived, could tear apart.
Only faith, fancy, poetry, love, romance
push aside that curtain and view the picture
supernal beauty and glory beyond. Is it real?
Virginia, in all this world there is nothing else
and abiding.

can
the
Ah,
real

No Santa Claus! Thank God! He 11sM.
and he lives foresee A thousand year, from
now. Virginia, may, ten times ten thousand
yearn from now, she will continue to make glad
the heart of childhood."
Charles Anderson Dana was the manager and
editor of the Sun. "Real literature," was Dana’s
response to that editorial. "It will be read and reread for years to come. Might be a good idea to reprint it every Christmas -yes, and even tell who
wrote It!" Dana added.

Council Fails There’s No Santa
To Name New
..In Italy That Is
"Start" Editor
Student Council yesterday failed to appoint a "Spartan from the
Start" editor -and for good reasonno applicants.
"Applications just haven’t been
coming in like we expected." explained ASB Pres. Dick Robinson
during the Council meeting held
in the Student Union,
-The job requires a lot of
work," Robinson said, "but the
work is not difficult." Later he
said class councils should bring
up the matter to explain the posilion.
All applicants must have a 2.25
over-all grade point average.
In other action, the Council yesterday filially approved recognition of the San Jose State Marketing Club. Next meeting of the
Council will be held Jan. 7.

"Better watch out ... better not cry, better not pout, I’m izling
you why ... Befana is coming to town."
In Italy, the American -styled Santa Claus is replaced by the
good, gray haired witch "Befana."
It is reported, by all good Italian bambini, that she swoops
down from the sky, lands on the roof and quickly slides down the
chimney. "Befana" then leaves toys and surprises on the kitchen
hurries back to her
.table and
parked broom.
Although "Befana" acts like
Santa Claus, she doesn’t resemble
him nor does she arrive on the
same night.
Italian children wait for their
christ- "Santa" on Jan 6, Epiphany Day.
The long stained
mas window by his tairease of This day..,, in the tradition of the
the Library was dis,irated by Roman Catholic Church. Is the
Miss Anna Ballarian’s art demi, day when the Three Wise Men araccording to Miss Joyce Backus, rived at the crib of the Christ
college librarian.
Child in the stable near BethleLast Christmas, for the first hem.
time, the delis gave the wintkive
Anglo-American customs have
its stained glass effect.
caught on in a few homes in HaMiss Ballarian. assistant profes- ly. Red -clad, beerdeil Santini can
sor of art, also supervised the de- he found along with Christmas
coration of the glass doors of the Day gift giving although tradiMusic Building. according to Miss Honel customs are most prevalent
Backus.
So as "Befana" would put it..,
"Burin Natale, and to all a good
night."

Class Stains
Glass ’Yule’

Appointment of the magazine
editor will follow interviews of applicants by the Council. Applicanorm are available in the Activities Office and from the ASB Sec- M
retary in the Student Union.

MARIMUR HALL

Pi Kappa Alpha
arimur Ha!! Win
Decoration Prizes

Merimur Hall captured first
Wm, in the AK S ChrIstmas
ronteat. Theme
door decorali.
all the winning door was
Come All le Faithful."
-spartafoto by ( harken !finites

Pi Kappa Alpha and Marimur
Hall copped first prizes in two
Christmas door decoration contests completed last night.
PiKA won the top award in
fraternity competition, aponiaired by Delta Sigma rm. Mari MOO’ Hall is as ,s111Ar of us., conUsing groups.
test for women
The eyent was asaineored by the
Associated Women’s Students,
Finishing runner-up in the fraternity division was Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Alpha Tau Omega placed
third. Sigma Kappa grabbed second place honors in the AWS cim..st, followed by Alpha Chi Orro,
Wendy Glen and Gamma Phi
rPrlVesel honorable mentions
PIKX’s decoration., featured
a large wreath and candies Iir
rounding its door. Marimur 11.111
decorated around the theme, "0
Come All Ye Faithful."
A group of Santa
versify students were reperte.1l,.
attempting to tear down decor
tions adorning
living
several
groups following judging last
night.

Dr. Gould Same

lir. William E. Gould. professor of journalism. remained in
serious condition yeaterday at
Ol’onnor llonpital, his nurse reported late last night. Ile was
talking and iwenool to be In
good spirits, the num.- added.

!

No doubt Cornathia,
the love -of -your -life,
was enthralled by the
carload of "Vote for
Coolidge" buttons that
you gave her last
Yuletide, but chances
are she’ll be more
impressed by brushed
Orlon pull -over sweater
from R A. A mere
6.95, legal tender.

Ear
I

IFirst at Santa Clare
’’’ .

te-RTARTAN
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Editorial

The First Noel

Ants Are Amusing; Abodes Available
By JERRY NACHMAN
I see where they’re selling ant farms as Christmas presents over
in the book store for $3.98 When I was a little kid. ants were free
and they pat aded up and down the kitchen sink whenever I left the
top off the stcawberrj jam.
Not todaj. Today this m-ll them in austere glass frames.
And Inside th glass frames is a miniature Ness. Fork skjIlne d
up In blue plastic, so the big city ante will feel mere at home.
"Ant s are very Interesting insects." read, our official copy of
the "Ant Watchers’ Manual- a six-page publication included in each
ant kit. The Manual goes on to say. "If 3.ou treat your ants careth,y’ll pertorm all kinds of tricks arid keep you amused for
inonths.’’
I have been wondering just what sort of tricks these ants do.
Maybe they ride bareback or juggle flaming torches or recite passages
from Chaucer. Now that would be clever. THAT v.oulil amuse me.

As we ccmplete our publishing schedule prior to the holiday
vacation, we wish our readers and friends the merriest of Christmases
and the happiest of New Years.
interpretatien of Christmas, we would
Rather than give
be to present the following, and hope that you will read it:
And it c.5me to pass in those days, that there went out decree
from Cae.ar Augustus, that all the world should be taxed. And all,
wen+ ’lin be taxed everyone into his own city.
And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the City of Nazareth, into Jedea, unto the City of David, which is called Bethlehem,
because he was of the house and lineage of David.
To be taxed with Mary, h’s espoused wife, being great with child..
And so it was, that, while they were there, the days were accomBEAT-ANT?
plished that she should be delivered.
Our Manual also says, "Every ant colony has different kinds of
And she brought forth her firstborn Son, and wrapped Him in;
ants just as every city has different kinds of people!" I imagine this
swaddling clothes and laid Him in a manger; because there was no means there are teenager and
beatnik ants, and maybe even a few
room for them in the inn.
labor boss ants running around loose.
And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the
The folder says ants wig eat almost anything. And this Is
fields, keeping watch over their flock by night.
hos% it should be. because I certainly do not intend to prepare ans
And lo the ange: of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of
speciaI meals; in, ant %s iii NOT be coddled. 1th, I may thron
the Lord shone around them; and they were sore afraid. And the
them an occasional chicken bonebut that’s it.
angel said unto them. Fear not; for, behold, I bring you good tidings’
The booklet tells me, "There is a
of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this queen ants," and so any special orders federal law against shipping
I might need will be minus the
day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. And royal family. (They don’t mention
the king, but I suppose he will
this ’hall he a sign unto you; ye shall find a Babe wrapped in swaddl- stay home, too.)
ir g clothe- lying in a manager.
I guess the government is keeping the queen ’nit for security
And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the hea- ’reasons, or something, but if you ask
me, I don’t think it’s in the best
venly host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, interests of international relations. iBlow
would ’, like it. if they
and on earth peace, good will toward men.
kept Mr. Eisenhower out?’
We hope that during Christmas vacation, automobile drivers REAL SENTIM-ANT
According to the Manual. "When an ant gets sick, the workwill use the utmost care. There is no need to remind you of the heavy
ers carry him to the ’hospital’. And when he dies (ants do not
traffic conditions that will prevail during the holidays. We are sure
make the best doctors) the ’undertaker’s’ move bins to the graveyou are well aware of them.
yard’ at the top of the hill." I take it this is all done with a slowDo take heed of the driving regulations and make this holiday
season a happy one for both you and your loved ones. Remember
the familiar quotation, "The life you save may be your own."
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ing pros...anion through the streets while a band pito* "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" very softly.
The pamphlet goes on to say. "Ants will fight with other ants (Kim
another colony, so it is not a good idea to mix up Mo ants or you’ll
sierra war." Se. retly, I am dying to see what will happen when I
purposely mix up the ants. I urn plotting a major war right nOw.
ALL QUIRT ON .WEST-ANT FRONT
I visualize one ant, in modern combat regalia, riding up to headquarte.s on another ant shouting, "Company K’s retreating mu the
north sector. Sir!" At which time, an ant general will snort, "Move
all troops onto Hill 903; we’ll head them off!" in will make a great
movie with John Wayne as the general.) It should all be very fascinating to see, since it isn’t every day I get to watch a full scale wai
being waged on top (it my dressee,
The "Ant Watt-hers’ Mi ttttt al" tells us that if we look very,
sirs, very carefully, we can see the ante menially building bridges,
Lints:" l’se haiku-d, and
constructing subnay and mos big
not so much as a freessay has begun yet.
Inside the little glass case is a carefully drawn map intended to
show the ants exactly where to go. A very wise move, too, as some
ants get pretty confused on those winding country roads. When I see
them, they’re always bumping into each other on the sidewalk. Trak(
fic lights have not been installed as yet.
NOT ANT-I-SOCIAL
"Do ants work ALL the time?" asks a Mrs. W. R. of Birmingham,
Ala. "No." answers the author of our Manual quite firmly. "They du
work very hard, but like to play, too." tWhy. the little devils.0 He
goes on: "They wrestle with one another and sometimes two or three
of them can be seen rolling a bit of grain or dirt around as if playing
ball." I ant in favor of this. Sports SHOULD be encouraged.
-Most ant-, are rather shy by nature," the Manual concludes,
"but after a few days in your home, they win become accustomed
to the surroundings and begin leading their normal Dyes once
again." 1 am mire the ants n ill he happy to hear I am very shy,
too. Especiall) in front of girl ants.
I wonder what inc ants have to say about all this fame which
suddenly has thrust them into the public eye? I hay, a feeling they
do not think much of it.
Ihink tomorrow I shall start things off on the right foot by
going over and asking if I might borrow a cup of dirt.

Students Send Greetings for Yule Season *

Criticizes
Complacency .

than 2000 students from the 14.000 total voted in the recent ASH
election. And at that ’2000 is only
15 percent of the total. If that’s
not apathy, what is it?
ASH 5950
i Editor’s Note:
This letter was dated Dee. 13
before definite results of the
et,
ktl,M n
we’

crite who is other-directed? The
following poem I dedicate to you, I
Spartan Daily, with the utmost of
the Christmas season:

Dear Thrust and Parry:
In a recent letter to the editor
concerning the parking problem,
HYPOCRITS?
J. Rogers seemed to express disConte all ye hypocrites and listen to
gust with a senior student wno
my song!
It is said of old’... that when one
criticized the city’s overnight
comes
of age If. is an dult!
parking law. It appears evident to
gut . . . pray tell, what denotes an
rue that J. Rogers, in his haste to
adult?
1
criticize, has overlooked the prin- Merry Christmas!
Come now, don’t you know?
w..cea.ioit
"?e..it
ciple behind the initial complaint
Dear Thrust and Parry:
When you learn to seethe on the insid
good government.
and has
I seriously think that the Sparjolly, smiling facade ...
From .
Good laws, and therefore good tan Daily is
When
you don’t dar say what ,ou
losing
its
thrust.
For
rmd 1,e71,el
government, can be maintained a supposed adult
think or feel
paper, it cerbut only what you are expected to
only by public concern over pro- tainly seems
lacking in everyLARK’S HOLIDAY
say . . OF COURSE!
posed and adopted legislation. thing except. of course,
sports cov- After one has curbed h;s eye t ;les ...
NEWS EDITOR
GEORGE SKELTON
III E. Santa Clara Street
Complacency
leads
to
an
ultimate
All
of them . .
COPY DESK CHIEF
LOLA SHERMAN
erage. When are you going to start
breakdown of democratic ideals printing what you
really think
and endangers our form of gov- . . . you democratic wonder, you?
OH COMING OF AGE
NOW .. .
ernment. Criticism, typical of .the Who, by all means, ifT the big
On
is
an
adult!
, complaints/Ws’ letter, is a very
Superman who is curtailing your dud you low .ascl I re, snouldn’t
effective means of arousing the
utter this . .
efforts, if you say you have some?
pineyc interest necessary for good IHmnnnnnn?
’fiat I would prefer to wallow in
At this joyous season, we
Or are you merely 1 thiik
my adolescence than tr succumb
governmeni.
degenrating
into
a
lethargic
typo-’
to the hypocrisy of ACULIHOOD!
take pleasure in extending
Because of j Rogers’ obvious
iconfusion, I feel compelled to
our warmest good wishes to
straighten him out by submitting
all our friends. May this hapa summary of the complaint to, May the spirit of this joypy holiday fill your homes
ward the San Jose parking staous, merry season ,ing in
tute.
and your hearts with all the
your heart all the year
Ii A person can purchase a
blessings of Christmas.
permit to "legally" break the law.
’round! Have a most happy
21 Our books are full of pre’-:ent
and cheerful Christmas.
restrii lions that cannot be enTHE SISTERS OF
forced, and/or at the time of
THE SISTERS OF
adoption, were made to he broken.
31 Further restrictions have not
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
been made requiring ample offstreet parking for new apartments.
etc., necessary if cleared streets
are actually desired by the city
41 Allowances for parking overnight other than in front of one’s
Sports
own residence, an impimaibility in
wear
the college campus area, has not
Casuals
We go all out to male ycu happy with your
been made in the present law.
Dressy
favorite foods, prepared and served to per50 Posting of present public stafec.ion in a friendly, alr,conditioned atmostutes has not been carried out
0-e.e.
which would eliminate the antigilded Cage
pathy of occasional San Jose
SUNDAY
visitors.
Col:ruled. G:nner Specie’s
Regardless of J. Rogers’ motive
F: red La-key and Dressinq
455 EAST WILLIAM STREET
Jumbo Prawns
for writing his letter, he implies
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
CYpeass 4-7429
Bored
that our present laws cannot be
Nsiert
Be"’.
bettered and in so doing displays
$1.35
a complacent attitude.
Bill Gammon
RESTAURANT AND FOUNTAIN
AS13 9062
Famous for Good Food
’Reader Amused
207 So. FIRST STREET
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.
Dear Thrust and Party:
I was "amused" by two letters
critizing me lately. All in all, they
amounted to nothing more thaip
From the Brothers
i the pot calling the kettle black.
! Anyway, to my surprise I
!haven’t been called a McCarthyitc
of
I again. Instead the liberals have
Pence on earth, good will
, resorted to one of their favorite
C1,(
tactics; which by the way they
may thi.
towards men .
accuse me of, name calling. One
true message of Christries
I defender of the "faith," socialism.
!went as far as ti insinuate that
shine biightly in your heart.
I I WAS a Fascist and ftavored
To one and all, a joyous
totalitarian government. which is
untrue as anyone can see by havNoel.
ing read my previous letters.
I ask, If we as a n a t ion
has-n’t siarkened In our ideal,
FROM THE
vihy did vie stand idleli hy and
watcli the Russians slaughter ’
the Ihingarians? Back in our
history %s hot the Spanish er..
I doing mueh the same thing to
ent to war
the cithann,
with Spain to help the (Mhann.
Aren’t the Illiongariann an good
an the Cohan..?
Think there’s no apathy here"
in:
io bet that no mole,

CHI OMEGA

DINING 01T?

Give Yourself a Treat

Merry Christmas!

ye hypocrites ... rti;
for honest FAIRYLAND ..
Jo Ann Karavos
AS13 13814

IYE.BYE Il

aff

Drive Out
to

UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE
that please sveryonti
from everywhere

Pancaies

1680 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
CHerry 3-8256
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here’s that bold look in
full brogue bluchers ... fake
a long look, see for yourself why they’re
on our best seller list! ... black or brown.
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Winning Combo Hard To Find

BOARD MAN

tnreemtier

Pinmen Yasuda, Cole
Top Individual Stats

Court Men Welcome
Redlands Tomorrow
By HARVEY JOHNSON
SJS will attempt to put together a winning combination tomorrow night when the
.r;ani
quintet faces the University of i
Redlands five, at 13:15, in Spartan gym.
Coach Stu Inman’s Spartababos
will tangle will. Cal Freshmen in
the preliminary , game with the
tip-off slated for 6:15 p.m. Inman’s squad boasts a record of
four wins and one loss as it enters tomorrow night’s contest.
Coach Walt McPherson is still
on the prowl for a !Winning combination following the Spartans,
52-46, setback to Wheaton College Monday night. The Spartans
turned in an impressive first half
but the experienced Wheaton
crew out -hustled the Spartans in
the second half.

Redlands played St. Marys College last night far their first engagement with ’a member of the
West Coast Athlilic Conference.
The visitors boast seven returning lettermen trims a mediaere squad 19.17-521. The Bulldogs’ roster has been bolstered
by
transfer
students
Gerry
Morse. Dan Ayala and Bob
Litwiller.

Height has been a problem with!
the Bulldogs from the Northland.’
Their front wall averages slightly
short of 63". Probable starting
center Sonny Pejsa, measures the
tape at 64". Tallest man on the
Redlands five is sophomore center
George VorpageL
The Spartan Cagers, according

’Mural Basketball
Basketball
Intramural
The
program oil! get under way
shortly after the holiday vacation has concluded.
Last year’s competition found
a total of 54 teams vying for
hoop honors. This total set a
oew record for basketball participation under the intramural
program.
It is hoped by Bob Montan,
Intramural director, that this
number will be increased this
year. Competition is grouped
into two divisions. The Interfraternity League will compose
one of the groups and the Independents will form the other
leagues.
Competition will he held In
the Men’s Gym and starting
times will vary from 3:30-9
p.m. on weekdays except EHda5s

Gym Open Saturday
The Men’s Gym
be open
Saturday. Accommodations for
some 300 students will be available during the first vacation
weekend, according to Bob Btonzan, intramural director. Some ]
of the activities in which students]
may participate are basketball.]
volleyball and swimming.
Dressing facilities and ladies’
locker rooms hre available in the
West wing of the Men’s Gym.

mosher’s

WAA Volleyball
Finals Scheduled

(104

taa

Play offs for the Women’s Athletic Association’s volleyball
tournament will be held Tuesday.
Jan. 6, 7:30 p.m., WG23.
Winners of the Dec. 16 games
were Kappa Delta; DiBari House
I, Sigma Kappa, YWCA and the
Hawaiian Club. Losers were Delta
Gamma, Blackmore Hall. Wendy
Glen. Ivy Hall and Pi Delta!
Omega (police majors),
In the "Major" league the Net
Wits and the Freshmen won two
games, Seniors and Sophomores
lost twice, and the Travelers and
Miscellaneous etch won one and
lost one game
CORRECTION-TOURS
No 1, June 27-75 days-S1095
No. 2. June 30-73 days-S1075
No. 3. June 10- 6 weeks-S935

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 E. San Fernando

-

CY 7-2121

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE:

1 mo. $6.00
3 mo. $15.00
FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

ROBERTS
A Happy
Holiday
Season
Ed Mosher ’52
Al Hahn ’56
Dick Ulrich ’57
Walt Schorno ’60

mosher’s
for men
50 South 4th Street
OPEN TONIGHT

Typewriter Co.
1

156 W. San Fernando

CYpress 4-1215

Teammate.. Hinirni Yasuda and
The pin teams will lock horns
Don Cole of the Thee Destisaels. immediately following vricat
bowling team head the indi%idual when the alleys will be readied at
] erages after the first two weeks Mels Bairn Bowl at 3:30 p
I of play. Yasuda sports a 179 nser- Tuesday. Jan. 6. 19n9

to McPherson, -has e been improving but the process is slow."
A starting unit which would jell
into a productive scoring unit has
been the problem facing McPherson from the opening basketball
tiff.

:ige and Cole a 173.
Don Judson of Mob’s Hole rolli .4.1a 332 series Tuesday to assurni,
! the leadership in the total pin col’ units. Judson. to date, has tipped
a total of 652. Chuck !Wolin
’if
W

open
t he
%sill
McPherson
game mith Arney Lundquist,
6-7 junior, at center, flanked
by tied Fitzgerald. 6-2, and Bob
Chapman 6-3. lint/ l’Irey and
probable
Al Andreas are t
starters at guard.

Alpha Eta Sigma is in close pursuit with 636. followed by Tornio
Uchiyama of the Aces Up with

631

The Bulldogs will pick their
starters from five of seven seniors: forwards, Dick Eiles, Jim
Molter and Al Kelly; wards. Jim
Smith, Mel Ray and Dan Ayala.
Sonny Pejsa will be the probable
starter at the center slot.

AMERICAN
NATIONAL
LEAGUE
LEAGUE
TEAM
W L A. TEAM
W L
Seyan Imo 6 0 146 Strikrs
4 2
Aces Up 6 0 145 M05’. I’ll 4 2
S...
3 3 132 fbc. Dsr. 3 0
AES
2 4.131 Rd O.’s I 2
AFROTC
1 5 126 Joy Boys 0 6
Kofonia
0 6 129

DS Judoists
Nab Awards
At Belt Dim er
Ben Campbell was voted the
most outstanding judoist of 1958
recently by the coaches at the
Northern California Black Belt
Association Dinner, which was
held at the Studio Club in Oakland.
SJS Judo Coach Yosh Uchida received a gavel for his contribution
to the sport during the years
1950-1952.
Campbell, captain of the team
this year and a third degree black
belt holder, was given the top
honor of Northern California
4wini.ts at the annual dinner and
installation of coaches.

Loop Slated
For Keglers

%miry
ar

Lundquist. 2I -year-old junior from Walnut Creek, has
most of the rebounding strength for the Spartans this
Lundquist is 6-7.
-spa rt afot o

Hickey Receives
Gold Dust Gift

produce a winner next year.

Hickey bases his judgment on the assumption that, "we came
up with some good men in the draft." The 49er draft selections have
Indicated Nhat the men doing the selecting will go after the "plugs"
which are needed to stop the stream of yardage the 49er defensive
team allowed to flow in the past.
For once the star halfbacks and quarterbacks that made headlines weekend after weekend will be by-passed in order to fulfill the
"must needs" of the squad. This is attributable, I think, to Lynn
(Pappyl Waldorf, who of late has become -defensive conscious,"
’sic Silorabito, club president, broke precedent, contract wise,
by signing Hickey to a three year stint. This will glve the "Redhead" every benefit of the doubt In coming through for the Hay
Area fans.
Hickey says, "This is the hest job in the world," in summing up !
his views on his present position. I only hope he feels this way when
the hard knocks start coming.

JIMMIE’S
BARBER SHOP
we will be open during
the Christmas Holidays

Magazine Prints
Student’s Article

Herb Stockman, a member of
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s physical
education fraternity, recently had
an article published In the December issue of the Amateur Athlete.
This magazine is the official
publication of the AAU of the
United States.
Stockman’s article, "Competitor
Presents Views on Decathlon
Pentathlon Records," refers to
the present world and American
records in the pentathlon and
decathlon events.

144
141
154
145
121

In the high individual series column Yasuda leads with a 357.
followed closely by the 7-10’s Harold Salmon’s 355. This includes
Salmon’s 210 game which ranks
as the season’s highest so far
, Speaking of Individual high
games. Fred Perry of the Strikers
rolled a 193 to gain the second
highest game of the year. Other
top games rolled were by Ron
Roe, also of the Strikers, hod Cole
of the Destroyers. F-o.’ has a 188
to his credit and Cole’s highest
output so far was a 183.

By GREGORY H. BROWN
Christmas comes but once a year, but to newly appointed 49er
Head Coach Howard (Red) Hickey, the present under his tree, the
Bay Area pro grid eleven, comes but -once in a lifetime."
Hickey, in recent interviews with the press, has assumed an air
of enthusiasm, to say the least. With his bubbling over on the topic
of 49er chances nest year, he sounds like the barefoot boy turning
away from the Christmas tree saying, "Look what I got."
But should this enthusiasm be quelled in considering the plight
of the present 49er situation? The team finished the season with
6-6 mark, but, sorrier than this, they finished the last game with a
bunch of "tired" war horses.
Enthusiasm and determination were among the big "Ifs"
’ aligning in the 49er’s playing this year. Perhaps with Hickey at
the helm, his optimistic outlook may rub off on the 49era to

Due to the apparent success of
the current bowling league now
in action, a second league is in the
planning stage.
Entries may be submitted for
this new league any time before
January 9. All entries may be obtained from Intramural Director,
Bob Bronzan.
The new league, like the present
one, will be co-educational. Teams
will consist of four players bowling
three lines once a week.
The initial round robin will be ]
’scratch’ and the second half of
the competition will be based on
handicaps. Cost will be 35 cents
per game and howling shoes will
be furnished free of charge.
Trophies for individual and team
honors will be awarded.

Ay

Alameda

CV

3-9766

LOOK AND SEE
My name is Morton, and I m
mole. Us moles have a rough
life living in that damp earth.
Also we have very poor eyesight. This makes it very hard
to look for a de for these
Mole Bells’ we throw. The
other nits, me and my buddy Snigefoos were out looking for
dotes. Well, I thinks, I’ve really got a nice gal, but to my sur.
prise it turns out to be my mother. Then Sniggie says to get wise
that I should do what he did. So I did and now I have stopped
taking Mom on dates. I’m a hustler now. The secret: Contac?
Lenses

CONTACT LENS CENTER

SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT
;
JOE ALLEN
FRANK JACKSON - Technicians
213 S. First
CYpress 7-5174

3. Grlit Oirs

164

4.
S.
6.
7.
O.
9.

TP h4; Gm HS

Judson, IAA’s
AES
Uchiyania, Aces
lowo, Acos
Perry. Uri,

Sehmledt, DA.
10 Salmon, 7.10s
I I. Adorns, Os’s
12 Anger, Sans
13. Rkh, 7.10s
tit, Wells, Mat’s
IS. Roo, Strik.
It, Swindler, At
17 sm.’s. 7-10s

327

163 652
1S9 636
1511 631
155 618
155 616
155 592
162 606
14$ 295
147 517
146 612
146 $OO
144 679
144 575
144 575

179

1113
164
163
173
172
167

193
166
210

153

167

357
316
327
336
327
331
321
326
314
355
295
305
325
293

166
154
1111 313
161 259
162 296
Gifts

Toys

Make this Chr.stma,, a happyif*
and crartical ,er+ wth q,ft
horn

HAPPY VARIETY
STORE
$1.49
Boys’ Blue Jeans
Ladies’ Hose
88c
5 for $1
Baby.’ Plastic Pants
Large Dish Towels
4 for $1
$1.79
Laundry Baskets
9116 & Keyes Sts.
CV 2.1195
.
1.A.
Op.. !torn 9 tit 7 Mon.-Se
Nostahld
ClethIal

of

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
extend

stringia’ holiday to all!

NEIGHBORS TO EACH OTHER
... NEIGHBORS TO YOU
Modern Office Machines . . , Gordon’s Sport . . .
Holiday Drive -In . . three real friends of the students
and the faculty members an our campus. They are located close to school, on the corner of Fourth Street
and San Fernando, and they are eager to serve YOU
as they have ser-ed San Jose State College students
and faculty members for as long as thirty years.

0/ympia
PRECISION TYPEWRITER

52 So. 4TH

WRITES BEST O ALL- BECAUSE IT’S BUILT BEST OF ALL

Blast off in the New Year

for GOOD FOOD

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando St

Tug c’..ality
HAMBURGERS
CHILI & BEANS
Bcsk o take ou:

CY 3.5283

9
5

BURGER HOUSE
335 E. S,. ’a Clara

1435 The

157
173 346
179

The Brother’

We’re On Our Way To Gordons
FOR THE FINEST ..
. winter SOW% l’IM;Pn’int
Ronfills--Sih, loots, Pants,
Tennis Itatiof 116.Str;ci9inq

(nest t--

Authorized Dealer

RALEIGH
PAUL’S CYCLES

A.g

NAME, TEAM
I. ’resod& No,
2. Colo, NO

The Ladies

_

Parkas
and

Repairing
Guns

- on Fsh;no Tochhe

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP

f

121 E San Fernando Street

CY 3.0503

Gamma Phi Beta
You Can’t Eat Faster-- You C.;,"t Eat More
-:ec,!onabiy

1111111 It)

a very Merry

t* 4,0 4: dai 60,1 hMblegii,
day 61 A. elo:id..04.6-16.4006
smort poop:, so for foshit sire

Christmas

and a
Happy Neer year!

lea eosere est:nd is saving money.

HOLIDAY 19c BURGERS
Corn,’,

of Fo..

en i

an Fenando

WHICH ONE WILL REIGN?

4-437.’.%KTAN DAILY
Thinaday. Decem5er IS, 19:-.14

ampus
Love Bug
Takes 10

04’

P1NNINGS
BROWN -GOLDSMITH
A Christmas doll with a lighted
eandle was passed at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma house to announce
the pinning of Ginny Goldsmith to
Larne Brown. Miss Goldsmith is
a sophomore business major from
Los Altos Hills. Brown. a Delta
Sigma Phi, is a junior education
major from Sin Jose.
RALNE-GROSS
A serenade at the Catholic
Waenen’s Center announced the
Pinning of Carole Gross to Alpha
Phi Omega George Raine. An elementary education major, Miss
Gross is a sophomore from Oakland. Raine, a junior from San ,
Jose. is majoring in social science.1
SCOPPETTONE-HINt’H
Alpha Tau Omega Jim Scoppettone recently announced his pinfling to Sue Hinch, employe for j
IBM. Scoppettone, a junior PE
major. is from Santa Cruz. Miss
flinch is from Piedmont.

Finalists for Phi Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl are, 1-r, Audrey
Hunter. Lynn Higgins, Sue Pennisten and Marcia Boarts. Missing
Is Grave Wilson, Moonlight Girl will be crowned by SUP Evers,
present Moonlight Girl, at Bickey’s Studio Inn on Jan. 10.
spartafoto by Corky Dannenbrink

Sahara Oil Co.

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. SANTA CLARA
:Ypress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

SPECIALS
Smoked
PICNIC HAM

39c
lb.

Fresh, small size
lb.
SPARE RIBS

35c
39c

FRYEP.S

lb.

BACON
SQUARES

lb.

35‘

S. J. Radiator Service
CLEANING
REPAIRING
RECORING

Let
Manuel
Do It

WI So. First St.

CT 3.5701

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYLl00’
REG.-90’

OCTANE
OCTANE

Cigarettes 18:
All Major Oils-38: qt.

20 STATIONS
4th & William-6th & Keyes

4-1cUtuA

MEN

PI KAPPA ALPHA
We sincerely hope that the
New Year ushers in much
happiness for you and a new
era of lasting peace and
good will for all the world.
THE BROTHERS OF

THETA CHI
New Brochure’s Available on Hoerr:as

EUROPE SUMMER TOUR
59 DAYS FOR ONLY

9549
Above average is quality
Steamship Row! Trip
Escorted by Housemothers

0.signed for criscr!rninating students who wart round trip steamship
*mi. plus all hotel roams with prirate bath at the same hotels where
Mole woofs would slay. Weary is most extensive sod Includes, three
Aede resell 0,,,a.ghoid, a .4-1e veriehy of enlol Locos, ontedoinouirit
issil ilea% et world famous pieces, plus ill necessary tow services. No
whisks+ can e4ford to join any otheir *wino*a tour without flrat spews.
ine in doted the *roe ...Ines of the Hewerd TOW.
APPIS

(09

Sot

WOMEN
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Saturday morning, 15 AChi0
actives were captured by pledges
and taken to Nancy Reesink’s
home in Castro Valley for the
sneak Pat Kinney recently was
chosen as semi-finalist in the Sigma Chi -Sweetheart" contest.
DELTA ZETA
An exchange student from
France was entertained by DZa
Wednesday evening. Monday
night. Santa Claus visited the
women when they held their
annual Christmas party.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Gifts will be exchanged among
advisers. alums and the sisters of
Kappa Kappa Gamma tonight at
their annual Christmas party.
Tuesday night, Kappas went
Christmas caroling with the brohers of Sigma Chi. Kathee Head, \ and Polly Marden are semilinalists in the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi contest and Lynn Higgins
is a finalist in the Phi Sigma Kappa "Moonlight Girl" contest. Fin.t for the Theta Chi "Dream
.i.1" contest is Ziska Baum,
PHI MU
A holiday brunch is planned
for Ilsv. 30 in Hayward. Phi
vws from the Fresno State,
University of California and San
Jose chapters have been invited.
SIGMA KAPPA
A "Hark The Herald Angels
Shout; One More Day and We’ll
Out" party will be held at the
:;igma Kappa house tonight when
all the actives and pledges gather
for a slumber party. The big-little
sister party was held Monday
night. Theme for costumes was
"What I Wan( for Christmas."
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Brothers of ATO are planning

FROM

otokb4 Gitegtims

Greeks Li II
Christmas Parties

Mm Albert W. Miller

Housemother: Sigma Kappa Soority
vitt ,1-4i 11 rti Sum.’

ha
,wic is as ailabic rt.-ads like
of fame.
Edward Hopper, a isew Yur
artist who took top honors in tb
fourth international Hallmark Ai
Award, and Maurice Valminck, ti
venerable French painter who is
ceived a special award of hono
are represented.

WORK OF ART
by

A iZT CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS 8 CASHMERE COATS
1 So/
our
DISCOUNT
with your
SPECIALTY
A.SB CARD
HOUR SERVICE

Along with his gaily decked
presents, may Santa bring
into your home and into your
heart the priceless gifts of
peace and contentment ...
of enduring happiness and
good will.
SISTERS OF

a "Distraction Party" to tear
Idown their garage. The area on
which the garage now stands
’ will he used as a volley ball
court and recreation area.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Delta Sigs and Sigma Kappa.
sorority entertained during a
Christmas party at the San Jose
City Juvenile Home Tuesday. The
group adjourned to the Sigma
Kappa house afterwards for games
and coffee. Delta Sigs’ annual
Carnation Ball will be held at the
Villa Motel in San Mateo Jan. 10.
The formal dance is traditional
among all Delta Sig chapters
throughout the nation.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Monday, the PiKAs purchased a
5-year-old four unit apartment
house next to the present chapter house on 1.5ghth and Reed
streets. The new property will be
used to house 20 members and
will be the north wing of the new
house which will be built in the
future. Also the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity is featuring a door display that is made ap of a wreath
circling the front entrance, with
three reproductions of various colored candles in front of the door.
The candles have the effect of being lighted during the evening.

Carol Foul& (bottom) chose
the right pair of shoes FrIdalY
night, Dee. IS. and was crowned
Theta Xi Cinderella Girl. Diane
saarinen is one of her attendants, as is Carol Bose, who is
not pictured.
Spartafoto

ALPHA OMICRON Pi

ection3

Students Offered
Tour of Europe
A 59 day tour of Europe fill,
summer for $1549 is being offered
to SJS students.
The tour includes visits to England, Belgium, France, Italy, SwItzerland, Austria, Germany and
Holland, and will last from Jtme
30 to Aug. 21.
Students have a choice of either
’traveling by steamship or airline
with no change in price.
The tour is limited to 30 people
and will be divided into two
groupscollege and senior.
One housemother will accompany each group of 10-15 students,
besides a representative from the
tour agency.
The tour price will not include
passport and visa charges, excess
baggage, forwarding of baggage,
baggage and personal insurance,
and all items and expenses of a
personal nature.
Students planning on taking the
tour or who would like more information may contact Mrs. Jessie
Miller at CYpress 3-9940.

credirtv
FROM

THE TUXEDO SHOP

I’ve
tried
’emDAVE WARREN
ACE JETSTER

THEY’RE
GREAT1

pPm

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

-Tyr

frprr

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIA

with KIRBY’S NEW

546 S. 2nd. Sf.-- Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH

FILL UP YOUR TANK W’Tfl

Services at Trinity 81 N. 2nd
8:00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:2t and II 00 A.M.
Morrirlg Prayer
W. B. Mt,rdo:k, Rector
Warren Debenham,

SUPER SHELL

Asa. Rector

Name Artists Give
PaintingstoYuleCards
Do you
NEW IORK
like the humor of Saul Steinberg,
the warmth of Norman Rockwell
or the majesty of an old Master?
You can send reproductions of
paintings by celebrated artists as
Christmas cards this year.
The roster of artists whose

Many people are aware of the
fact that on the
campus air
found women who are "fa to be
queens," but perhaps no one is so
aware of this fact as the local
fraternities who !oust, each year,
choose their own queens out of all
the women on campus.
Queen contests usually start
with about 35 entries and the men
must judge arid tote n each contestant until only the finalists and,
finally, only the queen. remains.
Pictured on this page and the
opposite page are the queen contestients fo.. two fraternities and
the queen old, an attendant for
one fraternity.
On the left is a group of finalists for the Delta Sigma Phi
queen contest; on the right, Cinderella Girl for Theta Xi is seen
with one of her attendants.
It seems rit0 appropriate that
at this most beautiful season of
the year, we should feature some
of the most beautiful women on
campus.
. . . Merry Christmas,
Arlene Phillips

Cooking Suggestion s js
Offered for Yule

ENGAGEMENTS
MeCLUSKEY-CAMP
Hint, for holitho entertaining
Pat Camp surprised her Alpha
from UPI
Chi Omega sorority sisters recentNEW YORKThe salad for a
ly when she announced her engagement to Jim McCluskey, Pi holiday meal may be made the
Kappa Alpha. Miss Camp is from day before when it’s- cheese-stuff
Berkeley and her fiance is from. ed pears.
San Jose. Both are seniors and
Wash six ripe, firm, fresh pears,
plan an August wedding.
core from bottom and leave unpeeled and whole.
Brush cavity with fresh lemon
juice and pack with a well-hlendBEST GAS PRICES
ed mixture of 114 cups grated
IN SAN JOSE
Cheddar cheese, 1, teaspoon garlic
AT
salt and 41 teaspoon cayenne pepSECOND & WILLIAM
per.
Wrap in foil and chill several
hours or overnight. Just before
serving, quarter pears and serve I
in lettuce with your favorite salad dressing. Serves 12 as a salad
I
course, or six as a main dish.

CINDERELLA

Fraternities
Seek Queens

Join the "Bug a Month"
Club. Get free tickets at.

ROSENQUIST and KING
Shell Service, 11th ik Santa Clara

MIRACLE
SOLE!

SIZES:
MEN’S &
BIG
BOYS
6-12

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Center
92 South Fifth Sireet
Communion at 7:30 A.M.
Every Tuesday.
Office Hcurs: 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Barbara E. Arnold
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher
Campus Workers

BLACK
COFFEE BEAN

As absolutely new
sensation ,n wnlking pleasure!
,mooti, leather upper.
A SENSATIONAL VALUE at...

RirIa

98

FLASHING

EAGLE

111.11, ,t ire drlin
sn.outA, poining
per forming...

awaits
4 C’s’. regindl

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM

SUPPLY API()

POWER TOOL MART

1401 W. SAN CARLOS .
Across From Seart

SISTERS OF PHI MU
126 S. FIRS1

SAN JOSE

Great Guys
Give Gals
Game Gifts

S.
NEW YORK 4UPli -- New this trimmed in gold, to be used as
table centerpiece or a
’kZ pia’. in Christmas home decora- either
decoration.
lions:
By ARLENE PHILLIPS
A colorful Christmas mail box,
1’
An accordion -like window screen
of the rural Va:vety, to hold
sparklira
w
naof
gold
foil,
with
"Look at that light up there
ments adorning its eut-okit sec- coming Christmas Lards.
the Heavens." the man said.
tions.
"Yea, so what?" said the other
A stylized angel figurine of
man.
Why sculptured paper. The angel’s robe
"Well, it’s so bright!
gold
don’t ye follow it and see where Is blue, trimmed in
A Nativity Scene, intricately deit leads." The first man said.
"Say, that’s a pretty good idea tailed and richly colored, that is
ideal as a mantel decoration.
I
I wonder where it does lead

If this is the case, a good
strong roll of tape could be the
right answer. After all, athletes
should be prepared to tape themselves in case of pulled muscles.

Suddenly, another
terrupted them.

Then again, this girl might be
the type who is in accordance
with the newest of new trends in
women’s fashions. In that case a
good sack from the local grocery
store might do the trick.

Among the finalists for Delta Sigma Phi’s CarBrooke Shellley,
nation Queen are, (front
Pat ’Oakes/Tian and Jean Earn...6i: (back row
!Hunter, Lorna GonSally Schroeder, Mari
zalez and Nan Baratini. Not pktured are Mar-

After a while you might find
that "right thing." But the big
thing to remember is to keep trying, ’cause something eventually
will turn up. It might not be just
what she wanted, but the idea is
what counts . . . She will be
grateful as she throws the torn
box to the pavement and cries
"Oh well, maybe next Christmas
it’ll be different."

Tired of Giving Same Old Thing.
Try Turn of the Century Gifts

*
Of Course!

Gifts In 1938 may not be
their, but neither were those
In the early 1900s.
. At Christmas time near the turn
of the century, my true love may
have given me a Lablache face
powder for the "woman who
knows:" cut glass, "the gift universal:" a book, "The Intelligent
Woman’s Guide to Socialism and
Capitalism:" Shandon Bells toilet
soap; a $50 diamond ring and
Apollinaris "Queen of Table Wa

Flower
Shop
Santa Clara

BAKMAS

A & M Auto Repair
general auto repair
SPECIALITY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rates ,
456 E. San Salvador
CY 2-4247

’

From all of us to all of you go happy greetings, iioyouc
wishes. We hope your New Year will hold all the riches of
good health and the great rewards of loyal friendships.
FROM THE SISTERS OF

KAPPA KAPPA GAMA
OW’

"For Goodness Sake!"
EAT

AT

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
If you enjoy eating delicious home -cooked meals in airconditioned comfort, El’s Hole. In The Wall is a MUST!
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
people congregate. Complete dinners frori $1 1")
Open Daily

1610 E. Santa Clara

’til 10

p.m.

You’re right in sigh,
In new Flop-Porket

TAPE RS
Same superior quality that has
always made TAPERS the leader
Now in the latest FlapPocl, et
style. Ina variety of fabrics
and colors.
26 to :IR, 4.9S to e.es
TAPERS, 4

tI

in-

"Where does the light lead!
why
don’t
FRIEN Ds.
Well,
SOU follow the bright light just
us these men are doingtFol10-A that bright search light to
’Happy Harry’s Car Lot!’ Remember: Von can give your
, WHOLE RAM IL A NEW CAR
"for Ckristma...."

A Santa (?latis centerpiece. with
the
old
gentleman
astride
a
’’rockinghOrse" reindeer. Matching invitations. placecards and
other party acceusumis are available.
A clear plastic Christmas tree.

greia

5lower eadrei
36 E. San Anion:o
Christmas Cards

As the strains of Stan Freberg’s recording of "Green Chri$tma$" drifted out of the plionograph’s speaker, the girl sat and
wrote.

IR, 3.1111

430

at your Favorite
Campus Store

As she wrote silo grumbled to
herself, "Advertising
it’s taken
over Christmas."
But, what was she writing?
ters" to serve at the engagement !passenger coupe was guaranteed Her Christmas list.
for life. It had electric headlights,
announcement party.
This seems to he the pro.
I may have given him a Gillette combination oil and electric side
verbial "Stacy of the Christman
dash
folding
light,
dome
lights,
safety razor, advertised as "the
Shopper’s Life." We be ttttt an the
most useful and practical gift for seat for the third person, shock
loss of, the quote, ..sinderlv hag
springs
front
the
on
absorbers
a man;" a Cortez cigar for "men
meaning, unquote, of Christmas
tires.
rear
inch
3’s
31
x
chest and
Boston
or
brains:"
of
even a sic are placing shekels
weights (no Insult intended).
Another new ear possibility
Into the hands of those who use
Traveler
Flanders
tint
was
Other gifts for her Ificluded
Christmas a*. an ads ert ’sing
"diserhnInative
the
model for
perfume bottles, Ivory toilet
gimmick.
40
It
had
few." Priced at $4230,
sets, powder boxes, hair brushes,
"But what can we do?" you may
Inch wheels, undershint; frame
cameo brooches, gold lockets,
ask.
and 511 horse power. (It travelmanicure sets and silk umbrelThe answer must be: "Nothing."
ed at speeds a car of "prelas.
Therefore, in keeping with the
not
dare.")
may
design
valling
Other gifts for him were sterling
commercialization rot Christmas, I
silver cigarette cases (gold stripIn the used car line a 1918 present a slightly different slant
ed),
belt
buckles, cuff links, Studebaker was worth $850; a on the feature that appears
in
pocket knives and fountain pens.
1917 Cadillac, $1550: 1917 Winton, EVERY "Woman’s" magazine just
Downtown San Jose stores ad- $1775; 1920 Ford. $475; and 1917 before Christmas:
vertised sales and clearances a Hudson, $875.
The title: WHAT TO BUY
month early in the San Jose ENTERTAINMENT
THAT MAN IN YOUR LIVE
Mercury Herald: any coat in
For an evening at the theater,
FOR CIIRISTMAS.
Hale’s stock for $25 or $35: Her- a couple had a choice of movies
For the sportsman: This type
old’s winter high top boots for including: Wallace Reid in "Al of man is probably the easiest for
school girls; Blum’s pure silk ways Audacious," Elaine Ilamwhich to buy. Here are just a few
stockings for only $1.25; Hart’s’ mersteln
"The
"Whispers,"
in
suggestions: a complete film covblue serge suits at $22 each; and Mark of Zorro," starring Douglas
erage of all Big 10 Conference
Bloom’s extra special strap slip- Fairbanks, Cecil B. De Mille’s
football games: a hand-knit pair
pers for $9.85.
Clay."
"Idols of
of sweat socks; or a hand -en;
Enid Bennett in "Her Husband’s
Some of the best selling recbroldered T-shirt. If he’s a fish
ords of that time, suitable gifts Friend," George Walsh in "The evman, you could give him a 1,
for either him or her were: "Ta- Shark:""’’[’he Great Redeemer," gallon Jar of worms.
rantelle;" "When You and I Were starring House Peters and MarFor the scientist: A tie clip
Young.
Maggie:"
"Hungarian jorie Day’, also Francesca Cappelshaped like a slide rule; comRhapsody, No. 2;" "The Japanese lanno in "The Tiger Rose."
piled report from the files of
1Sandman,"
"Anytime,
Anyday, NEXT MORNING
those who have said more Neiglutton
’Anywhere;" "Whispering," "The
When
the
seasonal
PRCP courses should be taught
Loveboat," and "Just Like a awakened on the morning after
In wheel; a box with a button
Gypsy."
tne night before, he or she may
on it that, when pressed, causes
have needed medicinal cures.
MARRIED COUPLER
the lid to slowly rise. A VIVOgiell
He might have used Doan’s Kid.
Married couples could have givhand that slowly comes out of
en personal articles or have pur- ney Pills for backaches and that
the box, one fingcr extended.
nervous
the
For
feeling.
half-sick
chased something for the home
The finger presses the button,
was
there
woman
ailing
and
such as a kerosene hanging lamp,
the hand goes back into the box
vegetable
Pinkham’s
I:.
Lydia
electric
iron
and perculator,
and the lid closes. It is labeled
aluminum hot water bottle or a compound.
as "The Machine That Pretuses
player piano.
A "delicious remedy for all
The Buttpn That Turn. Itself
forms of Indigestion" was BeeOff."
The new, safe and quick alman’s Pepsin (.um,
Of course, this list can go on!
cohol gas stove would have been
an ideal addition to the kitchen.
"To expel Scrofula from the and on. There is the bottle of,
It could boil a quart of water, system take Ayerr’s Sarsaparilla, printers’ ink for the journalism
milk or any other liquid within 12 the standard blood purifier and major; the lotion for faster beard
minutes. It also made for warmer tonic that cures others, will cure growing for the art major, and
many others.
morning shaving.
you," one ad,ertisement read.
So, Merry Buying--er, I mean
AUTOMOBILES
For an all-over horrible senseThose college students wanting tionLyko,
the "great, general Merry Christmas!
to invest in a new car at the tonic," was mailable in quantity
year’s end could have bought a
From me to you, have a happy
Huppmobile for $1100. This three- holiday
(Quolistril
11 a.m. Sunday

INSIST
ON TNIS

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash threasy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED SOFT

WATER

1041 Morse
block west of +be Alacoodo
Bohw000 Davis and Nesitetl

THE LADIES OF
Yulemle

KAPPA DELTA

Oreeangs

_

Afeny C/hcfmas
From the
Ladies
of

Sigma
Kappa

4 Wank Ijoit ilte-merfe
With the Christmas vacation being just
hours aheedfor our friends on the SJSC
campus we fake this opportunity to express
oui appreciation for the business you have
given us and to extend our warmest good
wishes during the Holiday Season.
If you’re looking for last minute gift we
suggest that you come in and look among
our fresh good books for young and old.
for wives and husbands, true loves, children, aunts, uncles, old school mates, colleagues and the eke in-laws. There’s a
selection of hundreds and hundreds of
books for all the family.
And, whether you follow
or not, we wish you a
Christmas.

Camille FLORIST
SPECiAl RATES FOR
Large *mop Orders
Fraternities
Sororities
402 W. Sesta Clara
CY 1.0151
across franc Not-m.8,1ln

Cr 3.1lS0

so% cif

As the glad sound of
Chri5tmas apprca,hes,
we would like to extend
warm good wishes for a
most joyous holiday.

The girl turned off the voice
on the radio and switched on
phonograph in disgust.

FRIENDS MEETING

California slacks

Juniot

voice

. f

On this eighth day of Christ mas my true love sent to me eight
’maids a -milking, seven swans a I swimming, six geese a -laying, five
!gold rings, four colly birds, three
’French hens, two turtle doves and
a partridge in a pear tree.

From
MINAS

ty Walker, Sue Mather, Deanne Bennett and
Billie Reid. The queen and two attendants, to
reign over the Delta sIgs’ Carnatien Bull. Jad.
villt be selected Jan. 5.
Spartafoto by Jim Baldwin

’?’

By ESTELLA COX

7
’1-’a"lifal

CY 2-0642..1 lth

1%

Prerogafitle

First Of all, ask yourself if this
girl Is athletically inclined. Maybe
She plays shuffleboard or ping
pang; or possibly she bowls.

4

itYule Decorations Get
New Look’ In Home

Woman;

Have you been in a clothing
store lot women trying desperately to find Just the "right thing"
for that best girl of yours at
Christmas time? Most likely you
have, so possibly srime tips may
be offered to aid in your purchase.

,

SPARTAN

Tburnday, December IA, IVA

DELTA SIG QUEEN ?

our suggestion*
very

le,13153e
OK SHOP

’l

SPOORS
P
nartdey

Merry

I Sae Poneoili
5.11w
of t...1
C,I.S511

75f

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

I don’t care
who you are, Fat
Man! Get those
reinder off my
roof!

Merry Christmas

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

4

Open 24 hrs.

rom the COOP!]

04

C

.4f‘ 511T

Tilr<12s- Deeendier 111 loroi ’

ri tn

ONE, TWO, THREE, SHOVE

Westerman
To Lecture

McElroy Says State Group
NATO Gives Elects 4 Profs
Future Hope
PTRIS 11.1P11 - US. Defensel
Secretary Neil McElroy said yesterday the achievements of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization during the past 10 years
-give hope for the future and for
further progress."
McElroy was one of several
Western defense ministers who
spoke at a top-secret NATO Council session aimed at revitalizing
the alliance’s atomic and rocket
defenses against the new Communist offensive against Berlin.
The session was devoted mainly
to a review of comparative Western and Communist bloc military
strength. Details of the reports
delivered by the West’s military
leaders were not made public.

Four members of the SJS Nursing Department were elected of Beers of the California League
Nursing, Unit F branch, at
Christmas dinner meeting.
Officers are Miss Juanita Robley. assistant professor of nursing,
vice preSident: Mrs. Mableclaire1
Norman. assistant professor of 1
nursing, board of directors: Mrs.
Mary Lawrence, treasurer: and :
Michael R. Buggy, nursing in :
structor, chairman of the Careers ,
and Recruitment for Nursing
Committee.

Informed sources said, howe.
the council heard that the
bloc has more tha:1 6,000,000
under arms in Europe,
ground forces of 4,500.000

cea44cn4 qreetin94
to the

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND
EMPLOYEES OF SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE - from

open every night
fil Christmas

Something to Write Home About
ci

101 MOTEL
CLOSE TO COLLEGE AND TC)WN
FINE RESTAURANTS NEARPY
21 MODEr!N UNITS-TV
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED
.

1787 So. 1st St. (U.S.101 So.)

CY 3-6553

ERWIN CLEANERS
"Quality Work ct NO

in Price"

Increase

Sweaters Cleaned

and

Beautifully

Snri,;c.e a no Extra Charge
200

Discount

with ASti Card

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES
From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph O. Caldwell, Mars’s.,

for

4-9404

CYpress
TIRE

PROOF

TELEVISION

CONCTRUCIA-.
bANOUET ILOC:r

COME SVOP

MONTGOMERY
HOTEL
South first St. at Son Antonio
Son Jose, Colifornic,
Sincere good wishes for a
bright and happy
season, from all of u,
of you
THE

SISTERS OF

,ritely 25 members of
the s.in Jose State Russian Club
I will attend the Beryozka Russian
IFolk Ballet in S a n Francisco.
Dec. 30.
"Direct from Moscow," is the
1 claim of the ballet that is to appear Dec. 30-Jan. 4.

CLASSIFIEDS

Girl to shims apt. with 2 others. Pool.
Cell ,f’or 5
CL I 2242.

TAPE
RECORDER
SALE

2 girl roommates. No smoking, drinling.
CT 5024t.

2-speed por4dbles

. lound. fac. Avail Jan.

25e a 1,n lot insertion:
20c lin su..tvdina insertions;
2 1,r .-;imurn.
To Place an Ad:
Cell at Srudnni Affairs Office,
Room It. Toe... Hall
No Phone Ordrs
_
FOR RENT

’

WANTED

FOR SALE
Pura. soft. for ova. Studios. 1 bdrm., 2
14-re.
nwraborshig
American Health
beIrm. New bide 1/7 Vt. hem campus.
W W carpet B. e arn,ierw.es Singles S.11,).ni4n 1/2 once. $50. Will consider
teen offer. CH 8 5451.
in eo,es. Les 0,rby CY 49042,
;Healy-fere.
sfu.y..,.

from

%an

Q111,l

/I

E.

tuba,. apt. 1
Reed, "a On

ol,,srat.

Furs, newer 1-bdrin. sw.elele for 3 ,ly
dents Csrozos ii.solo-1 $110 orr m,
So. do*. CY 7 2410.

Summer trael for five Western college students will be aided
by $400 scholarships being offered by the Council on Student Travel.
Eligible for tne awards are U.S. and Canadian students enrolled
in Western cojegas who will be returning to their respective campuses next fall,
The scholarship can be applied toward any of the overseas
programs affiliated with the Council. Applicants may apply for
tr,o.:1 scholarships to Airica. Asia.
Europe, Central and South Amer- si
ica.
ow, Not Bang-up
Candidates will he evaluated on
their preparation for travel, and
the merits of their suggestions for
relating their overseas travel to
their studies, to campus life, and
Although not quite like Kerto their future plans.
I ouac. thousands of us will be "on
The Council on Student Trathe road" by tomorrow.
vel is offering the awards to 1
Cutting that last class, or last
!
emphasize the educational sal - i day of classes, we will hurry to
ups of travel, to call attention 1 our autos and be off for home.
to the significance of trascl in
But don’t forget that a flank acinternational relations and per- cident involving you can play hasonal grouth. to promote intel- voc with even the best planned
ligent travel preparation and vacations.
careful SClectIon of a travel
Not to mention the catastrophe
program
a friend or relative’s death or disApplications for the scholarship ability can cause, the money inare available in the dean of stu- volved in an accident can apset
dents office, ’Admin. 269, and plans for years. Most of us have
should be returned to Miss Mar- education figured into these plans
garet Harper, activities adviser by somewhere, and of course we are
Jan. 31. Awards will be announced’ Aware of its costs.
SAFETY EDICT
March 31.
The numerous edicts of safety
councils and insurance companies
I
,
seem
mean nothing after once
S
i hearingto them. but the message
I they are designed to convey does
Alpha Eta sigma. meeting, i-’’’’i have a meaning.
night, Janko’s Hoftirau, N. Market
Pamphlets and posters display
street. 7.
statistics wider such cold headings
Independent Women’s lionsIng 1 as "trends in death rates," or
11C,41.11epilo.m.meeting.
10
’"da Y, en--31,1"death
rates by states." but to
2
look through and bring these numNO, City College International’ bers into a more meaningful perDay, today, City College, 1:30 p.m. spective is a step further than
Soccer players needed.
most of us take. Imagine yourself
ISO, Christmas meeting and part of a line on a graph rather
party, tomorrow, MG201. 12:30- than part of a family celebrating
2:30 p.m.
Christmas.
Lutheran Students Assn.. Clirist- NOT A ’RIGHT’
mas party, tonight, Student ChrisOne insurance Company reminds
flan Center, 7. ,
us that "driving is a prhilege Newman Club. Mass, tomorrow, not a tight. As a privilege, it can
: Newman Hall. 7:30 a.m,
and should be regulated -and if
1
Phi Upsilon Pl, meeting, tomor- the privilege is abused, it can and
I row, S26, 10:30 a.m,
should he taken away."
,
Russian Club, meeting, tomorThe best way to do away with
’ .a-, 111155. 3:30 p.m. .
traffic accidents is to do away
Nangha. meeIng. today. C11167, with their cause driving. But this
Pm
being impractical, their cause has
WAA. bowling, today. Bridge- been restricted. Respect these re,:.in’s Bowl, 3:30 pm.
strictions: "slow up-don’t speed
Young Republicane. meeting. to- up-for a bang-up Christmas."
night. S164. 7:30. C. Ralph Westerman will speak on "Our DemoCrary- PI,I,,i,,,, or Fulfillment "

Russian Club To See
Beryozka Folk Ballet

DELTA ZETA

Classified Rates:

Council on Student Travel SJS Gets
Offers Five Scholarships New Grant

partagmne,

Blocked

424 E. Santa Clara

Ch... ’47. (T..’,.1^ Tr.",
Lir",

rs,/

ro

e*,

r PAH
FL h 4464

hie to get the car into the ruts from which It
skidded.
-photo by International

Home Tr Urged

1".9 South First Street

The friendly ’’just.

Pushing the ear became a family project in
Vancouver. B.C. when the family car stalled in
more than 10 inches of snow. This family Is try-

10,4
v.S.

Dodge ’El Clls. Cozse. R&H. 0,1+,refir
r,., Inc.
$271 or best offer. AX
1654. CL I-0966.

lintosise. Esc. cond. 850. 444
laid
Chem sad booed. Seal. on dcob1., s 5.h No 9. CY 5.6768.
391
or
CY
7-9724.
K.
Pr.. CY 5-0314
name. Pays all speed records. Good
51.
,ond CY 2 3’18
Nee;ly fore. rms. Kitch, hr,mir priv. Mahn.
TRANSPORTATION
767 "i f 71h CY 54606.

74"
the perfect gift
for Christmas!
STEREO RECORD PLAY IF
HI-Fl Compoiwnis.
Wholesale Prices

Science Students
May Obtain Funds

Jut.,
;11111
science eiiiic:ition majors may apply for the
Gertrude
Witherspoon
Cavins
scholarship for science education.
Applications are available in
SI27 and should be returned to
Miss Margaret Harper, activities
adviser, in Admin. 269 before
Jan. 15.

For Science

More than $138.000 has been
granted to San Jose State for
the purpose of conducting NaDonal Science Foundation institutes during the six-week summer
session in 1959, according to Joe
H. West, dean of educational services and summer sessions.
College officials amtounced today that a grant for $41,640 will
be given the college by the NSF
for an institute on "Elementary
Science for Elementary Teachers,"
June 22 through July 31. Dr. Edward Harrington, assistant professor of biology, will serve as institute director.
Two other grants were received
earlier by the college for summer
institutes. One grant of $50,900
will finance an institute for 50
high school teachers of science.
and another grant of $46,400 will
support an institute for 50 high
school teachers of mathematics.
The institute tot science teachers will be directed by Dr. H. Robert Patterson. associate professor of bacteriology, assisted by
Dr. Wilbur Sprain, who was director of the 1957 and 1958 institutes. The institute for r athernatics teachers will be directed
by Dr. Max Kramer, assi-tant professor of mathematics and associate head of the Math, natics
partment. Dr. James R. Smi.s.
assistant professor of mathematics. will assist.
Further information on the
three National Science Foundation
institutes may be obtained by
writing the director of the individual grant: Dr. Kramer, Dr.

Patterson. or Dr Harringten.

Housing Group Sets
’Last Fling’ Dance
Independent Women’s Housing
Council will meet today at 3:30
pan in CH235 to organize a permanent poster committee, which
will work with the publicity committee on the coming IWHC
dance, according to Linda Lucas,
president.
"Last Fling Before Finals" is
the theme of the dance, to be held
at Havenly Foods, Jan. 10, 9 p.m.1 am. Men and women may purchase tickets, which will be sold
for Si in the Outer Quad, stated
Miss Lucas.

101 South to Santa
ififel. Hwy.
Fern. so., bads. &corn. 3 or 4 girls. 1/2
tiara. CY 5-6639 between 4.6 orn.
lo 515.

464 So. Second
CY

7-7700

"Looking

for

a

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -California
General-elect
Attorney
Stanley Mosk yesterday appointed Sheriff Melvin Hawley of Santa Clara County to direct law enforcement agencies of the California Department of Justice.
Hawley will have the title of
Deputy Director of the Department of Justice and will be in
charge of the bureaus of criminal
identification and investigation
and narcotics.
An attorney, he is known in the
state as the father of Santa Clara
County’s program for roFeasing
jail prisoners to do civilian work
-during the daytime, returning

to jail at night. He is 38 and a
graduate of Yale University and
Stanford Law School.
Hawley will replace 56-year-old
Harold C.. Robinson.

Friendly Church

In San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ - Christian Church
CYpress 2-7443
790 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SUNDAY SERVICE-DECEMBER 21
College age class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is Taught by
David Elliott, instructor in Speech Dept. at SJSC
8:30, 1I;00-Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
9:45-Bible School, classes for all ages.
5:30-Discussion Groups for all ages.
6:30-Eveninq Service

Harold E. Gallagher. Minister

Nursery Provided

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP

7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
T R I-- C
"A Group with YOU in

mind"

EVERY SUNDAY
9.30 A.M. Leader,hip Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
FaII Ser,-,ter: Philosophy and Psychology

The

I

Pink

Building

3rd and San Antonio

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE
A CHURCH

WITH YOUTH

IN

MIND

SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30 A.M.
10-45 A.M.
6:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

Veterans To Sign
Korean vets will sign Decemmonthly *Bendel Ire forms
Jan. 5, 6 and 7, according to
H -sets office.
A now VA ruling does not
permit filing of attendance
forms until after a holiday a cation.

ber

o /In an S.
OPEN EVERY IN IGHT
’TIL CHRISTMAS

DUOTONE
DIAMOND NEEDLES
$888

-

House of HI-FI

C. Ralph Westerman, SJS instructor of journalism and English, will be principal speaker in a
lecture sponsored by Young Republicans at 7:30 tonight in S164.
Westerman’s topic will be "Our
Democracy -- Promise or Fulfillment?" In his talk, Westerman
will relate national v.lues and
their effect on international relations.
In addition to his teaching duties at SJS. Westerman serves as
administrative assistant for the
San Jose Unified School District’s
Department of Adult Education.
Westerman has been active in
adult programs since 1933, except
for a brief interruption during
World War II.
A veteran, Westerman served
as a Red Cross Field Director at
the end of the war, worked for
the VA and taught at the University of North Carolina before joining SJS in 1949.

Mosk Appoints
Sheriff To Lead
Law Agencies

COAST RADIO
266 South First

CY 5-5141

SKIRT AND SWEATER lv !anti ard Darlene
... faint plaid slitn4ine skirt pf mohair and wool
in new pastel shades ... 117.98. Sweater of luscious Minklam, slipon with 5-button front opening, long sleeve classic collar, pastels and dark
colors
Lay -away for Xmas. COLMAN’S,
185 So. First St., downtown -1338 Lincoln Ave.,
Willow Glen.
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